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Everyone loves free food...
At the height of the pandemic, at least 11.5% of U.S. households were food insecure, meaning that families did not have
access to food at all times.
Starting in the 2021-22 school years, California extended a
Department of Food and Agriculature statute that provided
funds so that all students are now able to receive free lunch under the statewide program implemented this year. Previously,
lunches were about $3.75 and now, anyone who wants lunch is
able to receive it at no cost.
... but we hate waiting
The free lunch program has led to longer lines which made
some students avoid school lunches.
“I don’t want to sit through a half an hour line when lunch is
only half an hour," said junior John Rothman. "I don’t have
time to eat and stand in line.”
Line waits are improving, with more food stands spread
throughout campus.

Getting used to our new schedule ...
Disapproval over the bell schedule initiated a lighthearted
student protest in the quad inspired by the viral @dudewithsign. Students complained about the workload of see-all days
and the short lunches. Others such as junior Valeria Saucedo
prefer the current bell schedule because the early start leaves
more time in the afternoon to rest before extracurricular
activities.
“With this schedule, I can get home even though I have a
seventh period, rest a little bit and then show up at practice,"
she said.
... and then having to get used to a new one
Although most people finally got used to the bell schedule,
it is going to change… again. A new California state law
requiring students to attend school no earlier than 8:30 a.m.
will be take effect next school year (see page 13).
Variations of the bell schedule next year had options that
included classes ending at 4 p.m., which pushes after-school
activities back. We'll know soon enough which schedule
teachers pick.
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We thought 2020 was bad, but 2021
was an even more difficult year. From
the Jan. 6 D.C. insurrection to the
third wave of COVID-19, it didn't
feel like we could catch a break.
But among the clouds are silver linings pointing to our resilience amid
hardships. We share a few of those
silver linings.

Teachers get backup from students
The pandemic has helped students find their voice, from the
start of the pandemic with the resurgence of the Black Lives
Matter movement to the Stop Asian Hate campaign.
When school began, students turned their attention to
teachers, who have been in a tense standoff with the district
over terms of the last year of their contract.
Thousands attended a student-run walkout in October. Then,
a Change.org petition created by Prospect student Angela
LeDrew rceived over 33,000 signatures. Students protested
alongside teachers.
The fight continues
Now that teachers have agreed on terms — a 3% pay
increase (though not retroactive), the tensions have simmered
down a bit. Scars remain, including a wounded relationship
with district superintendent Dr. Robert Bravo, whom 380
teachers signed a vote of no-confidence against.
However, teachers and the district have to return to the
negotiating table as their contract expires this year.
Already, both parties have signaled a need to repair their
relationship.

Yes, call it a comeback...
In person school became an option in April beginning with
freshmen, then extending to all who were interested. Those
who took part got to see a rarity nowadays, a nearly empty
campus. Those who didn’t return to campus got to see their
classmates for the first time in a year and a half as they started
the 2021 school year in person. Branham also welcomed the
largest class of freshmen in school history, with 507 students.
... but you have to get used to waking up early
It was a very weird adjustment for many, as most people
haven’t been in person for over a year. A messed-up sleep
schedule became the chief concern among students in the
beginning of the school year as students got used to being in
person again.
Returning to a changed campus — one with arrows on the
grown, mask enforcements, safety shields, and new classrooms
— also took some getting used to.

And now the bad news first...
Delta and omicron variants defeated all hopes of a “normal”
year. At the end of January Branham recorded 31 positive cases. The disruptions and pauses due to the ongoing pandemic
continues to plague students at school, and seems to affect
every facet of our lives, from how we learn to how we protect
ourselves.
... but things are looking up
Perhaps our leaders got tired of reminding us to mask up, but
we are entering a new phase: Living with COVID. We're used to
masking up and social distancing, and maybe we'll continue
to do so, since flu and other respiratory illnesses have declined
since the pandemic.
We also get to do everything we've wanted, with only a few
caveats: Sports, dances and rallies have all returned. Mask up,
or not. But stay safe!

